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Abstract

This paper presents the data on the anticipatory coarticulation of C2 and V2 on V1 in V1#C2V2 sequences in Standard Chinese. Electropalatographic measures and F2 trajectory were obtained to define the articulatory and F2 targets for V1 as well as the displacement for articulatory and F2 transition of V1. Results show that the articulatory target is affected only by C2 place, while C2 place, C2 manner, and V2 show combined effect on the articulatory and F2 displacement of V1. Lip rounding associated with V2 is found to affect the F2 target and F2 transition of V1.

Index Terms: electropalatography, anticipatory coarticulation, Standard Chinese

1. Introduction

Anticipatory coarticulation is considered as the preprogramming for speech motor control. The articulatory and acoustic properties of the vowel in question are shown to be systematically influenced by the following consonants and transconsonantal vowels [1, 2]. But the sympathetic anticipatory effect of consonantal places, manners and transconsonantal vowels on the articulatory and acoustic targets of vowel and the transitions toward the second syllable is seldom discussed. The syllable structure in the Standard Chinese (SC) is comprised of optional onset, rhyme that can only be ended with alveolar or velar nasals, and tone. While the tonal coarticulation is stacked with rich literature, segmental coarticulation is rarely studied. Previous acoustic studies on V1#C2V2 sequences (# stands for morpheme boundary) in the SC find that the F2 trajectory displacement varies among consonantal places and V2 identity [3, 4]. The acoustic target for V1 is found to be affected by the following consonant in [3] but not in [4]. A recent EMMA study contends that the transconsonantal vocalic anticipatory effect is by no means to trespass alveolar and velar intervocalic consonants in V1#C2V2 sequences [5]. But in the electropalatographic study on speech rate effect on segmental coarticulation in the SC it is found that the articulatory and acoustic trajectory for V1 tends to be affected by consonantal and/or vocalic segments in the following syllable [6]. In short, the articulatory and acoustic manifestation for anticipatory effect in V1#C2V2 sequences in the SC is far from being clear.

The paper presents the articulatory and F2 trajectory data to show the anticipatory effect of C2 and V2 on V1 in the V1#C2V2 sequences in the SC, with C2 encompassing all consonantal segments falling into six places and five manners of articulation (Table 1). The anticipatory effects of C2 place, C2 manner, and V2 identity on the linguopalatal and F2 targets for V1 as well as the linguopalatal and F2 transition toward C2V2 is to be examined.

2. Method

2.1. Speech material

A total of 982 V1#C2V2 speech samples were taken from the newly-built 62-electrode EPG corpus for the SC, spoken by a 27-year-old female speaker. The onset for the first syllable was alveolar stop which was designed for fine alignment of EPG and speech signal. The intervocalic consonants fall into six places, labial/labiodental (LD), dental (DE), alveolar (AL), retroflex (RE), alveopalatal (AP), and velar (VE). Five manners of articulation are distinguished: stop (ST), affricate (AF), fricative (FR), nasal (NA), and lateral (LA). Five monophthongal vowels /i, a, u, i1, i2/ (/i1, i2/ are apical vowels and their lingual gestures are similar with the homorganic dental and retroflex fricatives) were in the V1 and V2 positions. Three phonotactic rules had to be dealt with in forming symmetrical V1#C2V2 sequences for studying vocalic anticipatory effect. Firstly, because only monophthongal vowel /i, y/ can appear after AP consonants, thus /iu, ia/ were added after AP. Secondly, the dental and retroflex vowels instead of high-front vowel can appear after DE or RE respectively. Thus when the fixed V1/i/ was followed by DE or RE, the V1#C2V2 sequences with apical vowels in V2 position was set to be the symmetrical sequences. Thirdly, the high-front vowel is not allowed to follow labiodental fricative and velar consonants, so /ei/ was used instead. Each speech sample was comprised of three simultaneous signals, EPG (100Hz), EGG and speech (22kHz), and was repeated for two to four times at normal speech rate. The segment boundaries were marked manually referring to the articulatory and acoustic landmarks.

2.2. Measurement

Figure 1 shows the definition of V1 articulatory and acoustic targets as well as transitional indexes. Two EPG contact indexes were defined. ANT was the contact ratio for high-front four rows of electrons, which is closely related with the tongue tip/blade gestures for most consonants, and PST in the posterior four rows of electrons, which is related with tongue body gesture specifically for velar consonants and vowels. The maximum and minimum of ANT/PST from three consecutive EPG frames around the mid-portion of articulatory interval for V1 were respectively defined as the EPG targets for high vowel /i, u, i1, i2/ and low vowel /a/ (ANT(T) and PST(T)). The ANT/PST of
V1-end frame were defined as ANT(E) and PST(E) respectively. The linguopalatal displace was measured respectively by subtracting ANT(T) or PST(T) from ANT(E) or PST(E), which were respectively termed as delta_ANT and delta_PST.

The F2 data for V1 was obtained by LPC covariance method in Praat with the step specifically designed in 5ms for a better alignment with 10-ms step of linguopalatal contact indexes. The F2 trajectory was manually adjusted on the cepstral-based spectrogram developed on Matlab. The F2 target for V1 (F2(T)) was the average F2 for three consecutive F2 values in the midportion of the V1 interval, and the last F2 before the end of V1 interval was defined as F2(E). The F2 transition displacement (delta_F2) was measured by subtracting F2(T) from F2(E).

One-way ANOVA and sheffe post-hoc tests were conducted to obtain statistical significance in each condition. The significance level was set at p<0.05.

3. Result

3.1. Consonantal place effect

ANOVA results show that C2 places significantly affect the V1 targets as well as the linguopalatal and F2 displacement of V1 transition toward C2.

Figure 2 shows the linguopalatal targets for three high vowels, and that for V1/a, u/ is not shown for little contact in the posterior area. The Sheffe post-hoc results indicate that the ANT(T) for V1/i, i1, i2/ is significantly reduced in VE context. AP incurs more contact in V1/i, i1/, which can be attributed to extensive linguopalatal contact at pre-palatal area for AP. V1/i2/ has the larger anterior contact in homorganic RE than in AP context because in the latter case the post-alveolar constriction for retroflex vowel /i2/ tends to be loosened in anticipation of tongue body retraction gesture as manifested by PST decline in Figure 3 (r=0.528). The F2(T) for V1/i2/ is positively correlated with the AL tongue tip/blade gesture at alveolar area and tongue body gesture adjustments in anticipation of following C2 determine the variation of F2(T). The F2(T) for V1/i2/ is only moderately correlated with the ANT(T) (r=0.143). Considering the F2(T) for V1/i2/ is affiliated with the sublingual cavity, the F2(T) variation is contingent on the horizontal tongue movement instead of linguopalatal contact change. The F2(T) for V1/a/ is positively correlated with PST(T) (r=0.442). This result indicates that the F2(T) linearly increases as the linguopalatal contact becomes larger. No correlation is found between the F2(T) and two EPG indexes for V1/a; however, the F2(T) variation tends to be depended on the anteriority of C2 place.

The F2(T) tends to co-vary with contact indexes for V1 in different C2 contexts. The V1/i/ has the minimum F2(T) in VE context and maximum F2(T) in AP context, respectively corresponding to the tongue body retraction in anticipation for velar constriction and enhanced anterior contact at pre-palatal area. The F2(T) for V1/i1/ is positively correlated with both ANT(T) (r=0.54) and PST(T) (r=0.37). This implies that the tongue tip/blade gesture at alveolar area and tongue body gesture adjustments in anticipation of following C2 determine the variation of F2(T). The F2(T) for V1/i2/ is only moderately correlated with the ANT(T) (r=0.143). Considering the F2(T) for V1/i2/ is affiliated with the sublingual cavity, the F2(T) variation is contingent on the horizontal tongue movement instead of linguopalatal contact change. The F2(T) for V1/a/ is positively correlated with PST(T) (r=0.442). This result indicates that the F2(T) linearly increases as the linguopalatal contact becomes larger. No correlation is found between the F2(T) and two EPG indexes for V1/a; however, the F2(T) variation tends to be depended on the anteriority of C2 place.

To investigate the C2 place effect on the linguopalatal transition for V1, the LD place was excluded because the tongue movement was largely dependent on the transconsonantal vowels. The FR manner was also excluded for the differential effect of FR manner against other manners in the same place category, specifically for VE places.

The displacement of V1 linguopalatal transition is shown in Figure 3. The VE place effect is significantly different from other places. In most cases in VE context, PST is increased for all V1 and ANT is decrease for V1/i, i1, i2/, reflective of tongue body retraction gesture over the transition toward velar closure for V1/i, i1, i2/ and tongue body elevation gesture for V1/a, u/. The fluctuation of delta_F2 around zero in Figure 4 indicates that the F2 displacement direction is influenced by V2 identity. The F2 trajectory for V1/i/ moves downward in the context of the rest four consonantal places, and the magnitude of F2 transition is positively correlated with the tongue body lowering gesture as manifested by PST decline in Figure 3 (r=0.528). The F2 trajectory for the two apical vowels has the least excursion magnitude. While the F2 transition magnitude is positively
correlated with ANT increase for V1/i1/ (r=0.577), it is positively correlated with both delta_ANT(r=0.497) and delta_PST (r=0.28) increase for V1/i2/.

Tongue elevation and fronting manifested by large ANT and/or PST increase for V1/a, u/ leads to the upward direction of F2 trajectory. The F2 excursion magnitude is positively correlated with delta_PST (r=0.349) for V1/a/. No meaningful correlation is found between delta_F2 and contact indexes for /u/. The F2 excursion magnitude for V1/u/ preceding RE is significantly lower than that before other three places. A possible cause may lies in the formation of sublingual cavity toward retroflex consonants.

In short, C2 places show differential effect on the linguopalatal and F2 targets for V1 as well as the displacement for linguopalatal and F2 transition toward C2, and the V2 identity effect may also be involved.

3.2. Consonantal manner effect

The ANOVA results show that the consonant manners for DE, RE, and AP have no significant effect on V1 targets and linguopalatal/F2 displacement.

Similar result is obtained for AL except that the lateral /l/ shows significant effect on delta_PST and delta_F2. Compared with stop/nasal in the same place category, the PST is increased less for V1/a, u, i1/ and decreased more for V1/i, i2/ in the LA context. Correspondingly, the F2 displacement shows the similar pattern (Figure 5).

The three manners for LD (stop, nasal, and fricative) do not affect the V1 contact and F2 targets across fixed V2 contexts. But significant difference is found for displacement indexes for V1/i, i1, i2/ in fixed V2/u/ context, and F2 transition magnitude for /a, u, i1, i2/ in fixed V2/u/ context.

Figure 6 shows the linguopalatal and F2 transition indexes for V1s in fixed V2/u/ context. In most cases the ANT and/or PST are reduced in FR context, while they tend to be increased in ST/NA contexts, though reduced ANT and/or PST is also observed in latter case when V1 is high vowel, which is indicative of trough effect. The manner effect on articulatory transition for V1 may be attributed to the aerodynamic motivation. V2 lingual configuration may be involved because the /ei/ instead of /i/ is allowed to follow labiodental fricative. The manner effect on F2 transition direction and magnitude is shown to be significant for V1/i, i1, i2/.

In the V2/u/ context a larger F2 downward excursion in bilabial nasal context is found for V1a (except V1/i/) than in ST/FR contexts, though the linguopalatal transition is similar across manners. The sharp descent of F2 trajectory in nasal context might be related to the lip gesture reconfiguration, for both bilabial stop and labiodental fricative the lower lip is relatively constrained, but for nasal the lip gesture of V2 tends to more readily affect the nasal consonant.

No significant different is found for V1 targets when C2 is velar consonants. However, the linguopalatal transition toward velar fricative is much more dramatic than toward ST across five V1s, manifested in fast reduction of PST. The F2 transition is to be discussed in 3.3.

In short, manner effect is shown to affect both articulatory and F2 transition when the intervocical consonants falling into places of LD, AL, and VE. But the consonants that have strict control on tongue dorsum show uniform articulatory and F2 transition for V1 across different manners.

3.3. Transconsonantal vocalic effect

Based on the findings in 3.1 and 3.2, manners for LD, AL, and VE were separately discussed in investigating the vocalic anticipatory effect. The V2 identity does not influence the lingual target for V1, but the F2(T) tends to be reduced when V2 is /u/. Significant difference is found for V1/i/ in LD(FR) context, for V1/a, i1/ in LD(ST), AL(ST/NA), and VE(ST) contexts. V1/i2/ is affected almost in all C2 contexts except AP and DE. This result indicates that lip rounding gesture may affect the lip configuration for V1, but it is not the focus of the current paper and thus is not discussed here.

A series of one-way ANOVA results indicate that the linguopalatal and/or F2 transitions differ significantly between the nonsymmetrical and symmetrical sequences when V1 is fixed. Table 2 shows the results of Sheffe post-hoc multiple comparisons for transition indexes. The gray cell indicates symmetrical sequences for each combination. The sign in brackets is the displacement direction. The symbol ± is used when the displacement in the cell is in either directions. The comparison followed shows the significant different with the V2 in the symmetrical sequences when the V1 is fixed.

Significant vocalic anticipatory effect on the linguopalatal and F2 transition is observed for LD, regardless of manners. The direction and magnitude of transition tends to be related with the target distance between the flanking vowels. V2 effect for linguopalatal transition is found for V1/i, i1, i2/ in AL context; however, the F2 transition direction and magnitude is more likely to be related with the posterior contact change, with lip rounding for V2 may also be involved. V2 effect on the
The implication of the current results indicates that lingual and lip coarticulation may be implemented in an autosegmental fashion. The phase relationship between the lingual and lip gestures is the focus of ongoing project. Secondly, the EPG-based coarticulatory study can provide more delicate cues of articulatory adjustment that are not available either in EMMA or other movement tracking facilities.
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